
    

             NCC  Days 
NCC is the largest uniformed youth organization in India, 

so I was really happy when I got selected in NCC at college level. 

It was my dream to join NCC because I was an NSS volunteer at 

higher secondary level, that two years give me a lot of 

experience from our society which I wanted to maintain  with 

NCC. I want to become an officer in the Indian Armed Forces, so 

I thought that NCC will help me to achieve my goal. I was so 

curious about NCC, its manners and discipline before, but then I 

realized it is an essential part in a Cadet’s life. Now I would like 

to share some of my experiences in NCC. 

                 My selection procedure in NCC was mainly through 

online, so it was my first experience of getting selected through 

an online procedure. During the early days of parade seniors 

shared some of their experiences with us, which gave me an 

idea about how this three years could change my personality. 

During parades they taught me the basic knowledge about 

Indian Defence system. We lost lot of opportunities of 



attending official parade due to the COVID-19 pandemic. For 

the NAAC visit at the college we NCC Cadets did so many works. 

We prepared some pots and fences to decorate and also 

planted shrubs and trees in our college garden and main 

courtyard of college. We cleaned the campus and premises of 

our college during cleaning days but that was a hard job, 

because the rocky nature of the soil made the job hard but our 

team work made it easy. We shifted  books from one room to 

another for some cleaning purpose, which strengthened our 

friendship and teamwork spirit. During the early days of parade 

I was so worried of drill and classes in NCC, because it was my 

first time to do a drill in my whole life, so I done lots of mistakes 

during the drill and classes at the time of parade, but with the 

interaction with senior’s made me confident. Drill helped me to 

realize why the NCC candidates get advantages in physical test 

in recruitments for the military services. During the COVID-19 

pandemic , I missed lots of experiences with NCC, but I am sure 

that my future will be a bright one with NCC. 
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